commonwealth
passport
Learn fun facts about some of the countries
that will be visiting Birmingham for the
Commonwealth Games in 2022.
Do 15 minutes of exersise each day to complete
your virtual journey from Australia to Birmingham on
your map. Answer the questions in this book when you
arrive at each of the milestone countries along your route.
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l The longest river in Australia is the Murray River
l The biggest mountain range is the Great Dividing Range
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l This is the smallest Commonwealth country
l Birmingham is 13 times bigger than Nauru
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How many people live on this island?

Ny PeoPle live oN this islaNd?

e smallest Commonwealth country
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l This country has the worlds only poisonous bird
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In what sport did this country win its
only 2018 commonwealth gold medal?

Port did this couNtry wiN its
commoNwealth Gold medal?
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l The capital of this country is Kuala Lumpur
l The Petronas twin towers in Kuala Lumpur
the tallest
in the world
capital ofarethis
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In what year was Malaysia the first African
nation to host the commonwealth games?
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l Bangladesh is part of the continent of Asia
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What is the name of the national
animal of Bangladesh?

e Name of the NatioNal
BaNGladesh?
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l The Himalayan mountain range in India is
the highest in the world
l India has the largest number of vegetarians
ayan mountain
range in India is
in the world
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l The capital city of Pakistan is Islamabad
l The longest river in this country is the Indus
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This country has the 2nd highest mountain
in the world. What is it called?
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l Mozambique is home to some of the richest
coral reefs in the world
l
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l Nigeria is the most populated country in Africa
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Ghana
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l Ghana has a tropical climate because it is
near the equator
l The capital city of this country is Accra
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as one of the largest gold mines
Guyana
rld!
Day
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rapper
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l Guyana has one of the largest gold mines in the world!
l The world famous rapper Loyal Carner has written a
song about this country
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l Jamaica has the fastest runners on earth
l The capital of Jamaica is Kingston

has the fastest runners on earth
al of Jamaica is Kingston
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What is the name of the highest
mountain in Jamaica?

e Name of the hiGhest

aica
has the fastest runners on earth
iN Jamaica?
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l Canada has the longest coastline in the world
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How many medals did Canada win at
the last Commonwealth games?

how maNy medals did caNada wiN at
the last commoNwealth Games?
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